
Techniques and equipment for winter ice
Joe Tasker

It was with mixed motives that we came to the Lauterbrunnen valley; one of
our reasons was to do a climb somewhere on the famous Lauterbrunnen wall
in an atmosphere of seclusion. Another was the desire to attempt a winter
ascent of the North Face of the Eiger, most publicised and vulgarised of
mountains, in the most difficult conditions we could find. The 2 climbs we
did contrasted greatly. On the Lauterbrunnen wall, the face of the
Breithorn, we were alone for 5 days of faultless weather, a solitary mono
plane droning past one day was the only sign of life. A rapid descent of the W
ridge and past the Schmadri Hut brought us back to Stechelberg and the
hostel run by the friendly Frau Gertsch.
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WINTER ICE

On the Eiger we were alone in a different way; alone in our world of ice,
snow and danger by contrast with the cosy life we could imagine behind the
glowing lights of Scheidegg at night, or the security of tourists whisked up by
helicopter to stare at and photograph us as we chopped at the frozen moun
tain. The Breithorn, although far from a training climb, did enable us to try
out equipment, techniques and logistics in preparation for a climb which we
expected to be a supreme test. We gave considerable attention to clothing. If
we were to be on these routes in winter for a long time it was essential that
we remained as warm as possible in order to conserve energy.

We both had Damart Thermawear vest and long johns, though wool would
have been juSt as good. To prevent draughts and to stop the vest riding up the
back we used Velcro to attach vest to long johns. On top of this combination
we had one-piece polar suits made from Berg-pile material. These were excel
lent for excluding cold spots round the waist but lacked one essential feature.
For people planning to spend several days in one of these suits there was no
way to relieve oneself without taking the whole suit off; we therefore fitted
Velcro flaps in the appropriate places. These were effective but proved
awkward to open and close; I have subsequently replaced mine with a heavy
duty zip-fastener.

The polar suit could be further improved by the attachment of a balaclava.
On the descent of the Eiger W flank we were in almost continuous avalanche
of spindrift and wind-blown powder snow, which managed to get into every
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WINTER ICE

opening, including neck and sleeves. A balaclava stitched to the collar of the
suit would have kept this out.

A Tenson 'salopette' was worn over the polar suit. Tenson is a material
similar to Ventile; our main purpose in using it was as a nonwaterproof over
trouser. Nylon overtrousers cause condensation which freezes during the day
and melts during the bivouac, leading to dampness in clothing and down gear.
In the deep snow of the lower part of the Eiger the salopette sometimes
became damp round the knees but because the material 'breathes' there was
no build-up of moisture inside and, once clear of the snow, it dried out in the
cold dry air. The high-waisted salopette design was a further means of pre
venting cold spots. We each had a woollen shirt and 2 wool jerseys. Dick was
wearing an oiled-proofed jacket and I had a Ventile jacket; both of these
protect against snow yet do not produce condensation.

On our feet we wore Galibier Hivernale double boots. On top canvas over
boots, completely covering the others, were arranged to leave the sole free for
the sort of technical rock pitch we expected to encounter on the Eiger. These
worked well and with a zip opening down the front the boot itself could be
put on and laced up without removing the over-boot, so it could be nailed
permanently to the welt of the boot giving a' very effective seal against the
snow.

Protecting the hands was a problem, not so much on account of the cold,
but, especially on the Eiger, on account of the damage done over 6 days of
constant contact with snow, ice and rock, and the punishing effect of using
curved pick technique on the very hard ice of winter. Underneath Dachstein
mitts we were wearing fingerless gloves, and even through the thickness of the
mitts our fingers became lacerated. More Elastoplast, antiseptic ointment and
many pairs of silk gloves (since they wear out quickly) may have prevented
some of the laceration. Much of the damage to the hands was done on the
ice-fields and in the 'Spider', the ice being exceptionally hard and resilient,
needing several blows of the pick to obtain purchase. The curved-pick
hammers we were using were too short in the shaft to use effectively; the 50
cm axe shaft was about the right length but I suspect that on such ice Terror
dactyls might have been better, though of the more limited use on general
ground. Adrenalin, or simply fear, must have subdued the pain whilst we were
involved with the difficulties of the climb, but in the last bivouac below the
summit, when we knew the climb was almost over, the slightest task involving
the use of our lacerated, festering hands was distasteful and sleep was difficult
because of the pain.

Of the climbing gear we took, we found the slightly tapered, finely
threaded Simond ice-screw preferable to the Salewa type. Both are of the
'drive in/screw out' design, but the Salewa, although very firm, takes a lot of
removing especially from the hard ice of winter and often warps in the pro
cess unless one chops away most of the ice around it-taking up much valu
able time. The Simond type screws out much more readily and, though it will
require tests to determine the reliability, I have known one hold 2 con
secutive falls of 10- 20 feet.

The weight we would have to carry, with all the winter 'extras', needed
careful consideration and estimation of the number of pegs, karabiners and so
on that we would need, bearing in mind the possibility of retreat from high
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up on the Eiger. We took 32 karabiners (l0 of these were holding pegs or ice
screws). 20 rock pegs, 11 ice screws (drive in/screw out types as the tubular
ones can only be used once. after which they are blocked with ice). a 'dead
man' (which was very useful in the deep snow of the lower part of the face).
9 slings. a bunch of tie-oHs and one pair of etriers.

In the event. being successful. we had more pegs and ice screws than we
needed. but had we been forced to retreat from high up on the face there is
no doubt that we would have been glad of every piece of gear we had. On the
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approach to the Breithorn we found ski-sticks very useful to help us balance
our unwieldy loads in the deep snow and, had we been more proficient, we
might have approached on skis, which is normal among continental climbers.

In spite of the discomfort from our hands and the uncertainty inherent in
such an undertaking, in some ways the week on the Eiger was a pleasure. I
had looked ahead beforehand with trepidation at the thought of the long cold
nights and the interminable ordeal they might be. But it turned out that once
having carved out a ledge, cramped as it might be, we were able to have a long
rest instead of the hastily snatched moments of half-wakefulness before the
pre-dawn start of a summer climb. Even though it sometimes took 2 hours,
well into the night, to prepare a space, and another hour to cook we were still
left with 8 or 9 hours rest before needing to move again. Consequently we
were well rested for most of the climb and though relieved eventually to be
off the mountain were not too fatigued.

The bivouacs were even more enjoyable as a result of our eating well. For
the Eiger we wanted to keep the weight down yet eat sufficiently well to have
plenty of reserves of strength after a week's climbing and in the event of the
weather turning bad. The evening meal consisted of 'bouillon', a beef extract
soup which only needs mixing with boiling water to be ready. Into this we
put 'polenta', a ground corn which similarly does not require much more than
mixing with boiling water (or soup), and into this mixture we put pieces of
bacon-a very substantial and tasty mugful containing a great deal of nourish
ment. Afterwards we had a piece of fruit cake or Christmas pudding and a bar
of chocolate, followed by a mugful of drinking chocolate.

Liquid intake was a problem. We had decided to use a petrol stove and limited
ourselves to one litre of petrol. We managed to drink about 3 pints a day, but
over a long period of sustained, strenuous exercise this is not really enough,
and by the end of the week on the Eiger we were beginning to feel the need
for more liquid. Breakfast was a drink of fruit juice ('Rise and Shine' for
vitamin C) and muesli, followed by a piece of cheese, a small Mars bar and a
mugful of drinking chocolate. We each carried a pocketful of sweets to suck
during the day, keeping the pangs of hunger away and containing energy
giving glucose. All in all we were quite well fed.

The successful ascent went like clockwork. Fortunately it was only on the
last night that the weather turned bad, otherwise we would have had prob
lems with (among other things) our bivouac tent. It was of the 'lean-to'
design, intended to be erected against a wall of some kind with fibre-glass
rods to make a bow-shape and hold the tent away from the body and sleeping
bag (in theory). In practice we rarely found the ideal bivouac spot and could
have used a bivouac tent each, which ideally would have adapted to a
hammock when there was no appreciable ledge. Once we found a snow cave,
3 times we slept outside the tent to prevent condensation, and twice we used
the tent. We were thus sparing in our use of the tent because it needed every
effort to minimize the dampness in our down gear-something which is not so
critical in summer when routes are completed more quickly.

Of the climbing, the first third of the Eiger proved the most unexpectedly
difficult. It seemed as if we would be there for ever. There were pitches
higher up more technically difficult, but the easier angled lower part was
covered in soft snow which no amount of technique could help us to pass
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quickly. The ice-fields and the 'Spider' provided some daunting climbing
nowhere technically difficult, just endless sheets of black, glassy ice-there
was no way of outflanking it, it just had to be climbed.

The last bivouac was a painful, cramped affair, buffeted by the wind, sleep
tormented by festering sores on the fingers, but by then, after 6 days, we
felt it was nearly over. We reached the summit at Bam the next morning
in deteriorating weather and found that we completed the descent in a
miraculous 6 hours, rejoining the living in the cosy fug of the Eigergletscher
Restaurant.

Looking back on the ascent it seems to have gone without a hitch, but I
only need to cast my mind back a week further and think of the wretched
nights spent in the snow-storms on our first attempt, of sitting shivering, damp
and cold under a bulging rock sheltering from avalanches, waiting till dawn
for the furtive nerve-wracking descent on unsound pegs and wading through
waist-deep snow at the bottom, tired but relieved to be down; ( have only t.0
think back to this to realise that the Eiger is not finished; on the successful
ascent we just had very good luck.

The Napes Pinnacle l

w. P. Haskett Smith

To climbers, perhaps the most interesting point in the English Lake District
is the apes Pinnacle, a needle-like rock springing from one of the jagged
ridges known as the apes of Great Gable, at the Head of Wasdale. It was a
familiar point to many who knew the more rugged features of Great Gable
but it probably never recommended itself to anyone as a pinnacle it was
possible to climb until Mr W. P. H-S, who has led the way up so many of the
best climbs in the district, decided to attempt its ascent. In this, as in most
of his attempts on previously unclimbed points, he was perfectly successful;
and since that time it has been recognised as one of the best-if not the best
short climbs in the district. It is the Dent du Geant of the Lake District, the
climbing being probably equally difficult, although in extent it cannot be
compared with that well-known rock. The actual climb is about sixty feet and
nearly perpendicular. A short oblique crack on the west face joins a larger
crack, ending in an apparently semi-detached slab, about half way up the
pinnacle, and the climber makes use of these. From this point to the shoulder
is easy; but from the shoulder to the summit the climb is somewhat difficult.
It is made possible by a small piece of rock being notched out of the east
corner, and on to the floor of this, which is only 10 or 12 inches wide, the
climber must draw himself, and get into a standing position, with his body
somewhat overhanging the drop. On a level with the floor of this notch runs
a crack across the south face, and after working along this a knob of rock is
grasped, and used first as a hand-hold then as a foot-hold. A small hand-hold
some six feet above this allows of a pull-up until the south front of the top is

Reprinted from Pall Mall Budget, 5 June 1890.
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